CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR COATED,
GLASS AND SYNTHETIC PROGRAMMES
BONDI | FENIX F45 | IKONO | KERANO | METEA | MINERA | ORLANDO | SIRIUS | SOLARA | SOLID | SYNTHIA |
TOCCO

SOILING

RECOMMENDATION with a soft cotton cloth and ...
Fats such as butter, creams,.. oils
such as olive oil,..

Cleaning agents:
- “Sidolin” (a glass cleaner) for light soiling
- “Bref Power gegen Fett und eingebranntes” (particularly good for removing grease
and things that have burned onto the cooker) for greater soiling
- For stubborn grease stains or any streaks, use a dirt eraser in combination with
silicone-free „Sidolin“ glass cleaner wet on wet.
- Wipe the surface dry thoroughly

Adhesive residue

Cleaning agents:
- “Primox+ Kunststoffreiniger” (surface cleaning agent, LEICHT service article)
- If there are any streaks, wipe with a soft cloth and “Sidolin” (a glass cleaner).
- Wipe the surface dry thoroughly

Liquids such as
wine, coffee, tea,
juice, vinegar,
lemon juice ...

Cleaning agents:
- “Sidolin” (a glass cleaner) for light soiling
- “Bref Power gegen Fett und eingebranntes” (particularly good for removing grease
and things that have burned onto the cooker) for greater soiling
- Wipe the surface dry thoroughly

Cleaning instructions

When using e.g. cleaning agents containing silicone (as is the case in many washing-up liquids), the microscopic depressions of the surface close up, which can
lead to a mist on the front. This may negatively impact the anti-fingerprint finish.
- Always remove any stains and marks as quickly as possible
- Always wipe dry thoroughly after cleaning
- Do not use the following cleaning articles: hard sponge side, steel wool, ATA
scouring powder or other articles that are very abrasive and destroy the surface.
- Do not use steam cleaners or cleaners containing solvents.

To ensure our cleaning recommendations are effective, please make absolutely sure that you remove any stains/marks
immediately. The prerequisite for this is the proper handling of our products. Stains caused by soiling that has been neglected for some time are not grounds for complaint, but represent improper use. This is also the case for considerable
limescale deposits.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR LACQUER AND WOOD PROGRAMMES
ALURO | AVENIDA | CALVOS-FS | CARRÉ-FS/FF/FG/LG | CERES | CLASSIC-FF/FS | CONCRETE | ESPRIT |
LAIKA | LARGO-FG/LG | MADERO | STEEL | STONE | TERMA | TOPOS | VALAIS | VERVE-FS | XYLO

SOILING

RECOMMENDATION with a soft cotton cloth and ...
Fats such as butter, creams,.. oils
such as olive oil,..

Cleaning agents:
- “Sidolin” (a glass cleaner) for light soiling
- “Bref Power gegen Fett und eingebranntes” (particularly good for removing grease
and things that have burned onto the cooker) for greater soiling
- Wipe the surface dry thoroughly

Adhesive residue

Cleaning agents:
- “Primox+ Kunststoffreiniger” (surface cleaning agent, LEICHT service article)
- If there are any streaks, wipe with a soft cloth and “Sidolin” (a glass cleaner).
- Wipe the surface dry thoroughly

Liquids such as
wine, coffee, tea,
juice, vinegar,
lemon juice ...

Cleaning agents:
- “Sidolin” (a glass cleaner) for light soiling
- “Bref Power gegen Fett und eingebranntes” (particularly good for removing grease
and things that have burned onto the cooker) for greater soiling
- Wipe the surface dry thoroughly

Cleaning instructions

When using e.g. cleaning agents containing silicone (as is the case in many washing-up liquids), the microscopic depressions of the surface close up, which can
lead to a mist on the front. This may negatively impact the anti-fingerprint finish.
- Always remove any stains and marks as quickly as possible
- Always wipe dry thoroughly after cleaning
- Do not use the following cleaning articles: hard sponge side, steel wool, ATA
scouring powder or other articles that are very abrasive and destroy the surface.
- Do not use steam cleaners or cleaners containing solvents.

To ensure our cleaning recommendations are effective, please make absolutely sure that you remove any stains/marks
immediately. The prerequisite for this is the proper handling of our products. Stains caused by soiling that has been neglected for some time are not grounds for complaint, but represent improper use. This is also the case for considerable
limescale deposits.
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